
Characters D6 / Bene Gesserit

Bene Gesserit

The Bene gessirt are a mysterious female secret society in a region of the Uncivilized Space. This area

of Uncivilized 

space is in a state of constant feud. The CHOAM Consrotium, or Combine Honnete Ober Advancer

Mercentiles hold a majority 

of their 'known universe'. They use primative star drives with a Spacing guild holding monoply on the

priamtive reality 

bending star drives of the area. A ruling King controls a majority of the stock of the CHOAM Consrtium

and other major 

hosues hold alre percentages as well as dozens more minor houses. The Bene Gesserit are a 'third

party' and use their 

talents to manipulate everything toward their own ends. They use seduction and any other mean

neccisary for a strange 

breeding program they maitain for unknown reasons. The Bene Gesserit are regarded as withces and

mystics for the strange 

powers they have the rites they perform. They work to train and iscpline their minds as well as their

bodies to attain 

higher levels of existance. The full extent of everything they do is unknown as they keep their secrets

very closely 

guarded. the Bene Gesserit and the CHOAM were nearing their pinnacle shortly after the era of the sith

War. Old Republic 

surveyors at th edge of CHOAM space mistook Bene Gesserit for Jedi, but this was later disproved,

though it is believe 

some Bene Gesserit have th potential to be Jedi.

Type: Typical Bene Gesserit Full Sister

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Martial Arts 5D

        Dodge 6D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

        Beauacracy 7D

        Languages: 5D

        Scholar: 4D

        Streetwise: 5D

        Willpower 7D

MECHANICAL: 2D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

        (A)The Voice 5D+2

        Command 6D+2



        Con: 5D+2

        Hide: 6D

        Sneak: 4D

STRENGTH: 3D

        (S)Immunity 5D+1

        (S)Prana Bindu 3D+1

        Stamina: 7D

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

Character Points: 3-15

Force Points: 1-4

Dark Side Points: 0-3

Move: 10

Equipment: Abba Robes, Comlink, Gom Jabar (7D neurotoxin)

Special Abilities:

Holographic Memory: Bene gesserit Remember Everything they experience. they can replay it perfectly

and remmeber even the 

smallest details as if they were replaying a holographic recording in their minds.

Borrowed Memories: Full Sisters unlock the key to genetic memory. They hold all the memories that their

ancestors held up 

till the time of the cocneption of the subsequent generation where the transference then cuts off. This

goes back for 

approximatel 20,000 years butall Bene Gesserit memories hit an unexplainable wall at the same basic

point in history.

Note: The Bene Gesserit are purposely set in Uncivilized Space for that to be a Dune Crossover setting.

It is not 

recommended Bene Gesserit or any stats relating to them be used in anything but a Dune Crossover

setting. Let us all treat 

Frank Herbert's unfinished Masterpeice with the reverance and respect it deserves. 
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